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Rigidity for the Hyperbolic Monge-Ampère Equation
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Abstract. Some properties of nonlinear partial differential equations are naturally
associated with the geometry of sets in the space of matrices. In this paper we
consider the model case when the compact set K is contained in the hyperboloid
H−1, where H−1 ⊂ M2×2

sym , the set of symmetric 2 × 2 matrices. The hyperboloid
H−1 is generated by two families of rank-one lines and related to the hyperbolic
Monge-Ampère equation det ∇2u = −1. For some compact subsets K ⊂ H−1
containing a rank-one connection, we show the rigidity property of K by imposing
proper topology in the convergence of approximate solutions and affine boundary
conditions.
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1. – Introduction

This paper is motivated by the rigidity problems studied by Chlebı́k and
Kirchheim in [5] and [15]. In connection with mathematical models of crys-
talline microstructures ([2], [6], [7]), one is interested in exact and approximate
solutions of the partial differential inclusions (relations) ∇ f ∈ K a.e. in �,
where f : � ⊂ Rn → Rm is a Lipschitz map on a bounded domain � and K is
a compact set of matrices in Mm×n . We say that the compact set K is rigid for
exact solutions if each Lipschitz map f with ∇ f ∈ K a.e. in � is necessarily
an affine map. The compact set K is rigid for approximate solutions if, for
each convergent subsequence of Lipschitz maps f ( j) with dist(∇ f ( j), K ) → 0
in measure in �, the limit map f is necessarily an affine map. One of the
famous rigidity problems is the one-well problem (i.e., K = SO(n), m = n)
in [14]. The other one is the N -gradient problem for N ∈ {2, 3, 4} (i.e., K
consists of N points in Mm×n) in [2], [24], [5]. These types of (geometric)
rigidity properties for the mappings are useful and have many important ap-
plications, for example in general elasticity theroy (e.g. [13]) or deriving plate
theory from 3-dimensional elasticity (see [11]).
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